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Understanding the Consequences of Risk-Based
Regulation

As the FDA embraces a new method for managing
compliance, FDA-regulated manufacturers can gain
insight by examining the experiences of the nuclear
power industry
‘The move toward risk-informed regulation in FDA-regulated sectors is likely to
mean challenging conventional wisdom.’
By Jonathan Coburn and Greg Weddle
Just the Facts About Regulation &#149 The FDA is starting to implement a new risk-based approach for delivering and managing compliance. &#149 The regulated
community is grappling with what this risk-based approach might mean and what implications might result. &#149 The precedent set by the nuclear power industry, where industry
and regulators faced similar questions, shows what consequences to prepare for when adopting risk-based regulation. &#149 By understanding these consequences, FDA-regulated
manufacturers can make faster and more direct progress.

The FDA has taken the first steps toward
implementing a new method of delivering and managing compliance &#151 a riskbased approach. These actions have been done in part to respond to the industry,
which is dealing with increasing costs and the unknown value of existing
compliance methods. Members of the regulated community are now asking, “What
exactly does this mean for compliance? And, what are the broader implications for
the industry?”
While the answer to the first question is still elusive, the question of broader
implications can be answered by considering the precedent provided by the
commercial nuclear power industry, where industry and regulators faced similar
fundamental questions in developing a risk-based approach. These were: &#149
How will risk-based regulation be seen from outside the industry? &#149 Will riskbased regulation replace existing regulations or create a second regulatory layer?
&#149 What is the risk threshold to be “safe enough”? The nuclear industry’s
experience in dealing with such questions revealed seven consequences involved in
the transition to risk-based regulation. These consequences are based on the
principles behind public safety regulation itself, relevant to all FDA-regulated
industries. Let’s review each below.
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